
SERAX
TABLEWARE
Renowned design for world class dining



Serax has developed an impressive 

reputation as a trend-setter, by collabo-

rating with famous, internationally 

renowned designers.

Today, Serax serves as a design platform, where synergies 

are created between Belgian and international designers. 

The collection holds decorative objects, tableware collec-

tions and small furniture articles. Our core philosophy is to 

always bring accessible, functional and qualitative design. 

With the elaborate collection of tableware lines, Serax es-

tablished themselves in a few years as a trendsetter in the 

hospitality sector. Renewing styles and materials result in 

a unique and diversified assortment. The creations gained 

worldwide recognition from renowned star chefs and 

hoteliers. 



GERT DE MANGELEER, JULIEN ROYER, 
JEAN-GEORGES VONGERICHTEN, 
MICHEL BRAS, ANDRÉ CHEUNG,
SERGIO HERMAN, PETER GOOSSENS

all listed in the The World 100 Best Restaurants by S. Pellegrino, 

choose Serax Tableware.



The partnership of Piet Boon® and Serax reflects our shared 

attention to detail and commitment to delivering perfection. 

Merging design and functionality resulted in a sophisticated 

full range of high quality tableware. base by Piet Boon and 

Serax, provides a blank canvas for any dish you can imagine.

design by

PIET BOON
BASE



RESTAURANT THE JANE 

Antwerp (Belgium)

Chefs · Sergio Herman & Nick Bril 

★





SERAX
TABLEWARE
Serving more than 100 (Michelin) Stars.







Roos Van de Velde is a visual artist who is inspired by na-

ture. Nature is the thread that runs through all of her designs 

with a recurring and strong underlying presence. Her china 

service symbolises innovation in different fields. It was the 

first time a collective was produced where the imperfection, 

the flaws and the coincidence during the production process 

were given a reason to exist. The service is like balancing on 

a thread: the perfect imperfection. This autumn Serax is pre-

senting a new 7 part service that Roos developed in 

co-operation with culinary French chef Michel Bras.

design by

ROOS 
VAN DE VELDE
 PERFECT IMPERFECTION



SERAX
TABLEWARE
Serving more than 100 (Michelin) Stars.

BELGIUM
LA PAIX
BRUSSEL 
★

BELGIUM
LI CWERNEU
HUY 
★

THE NETHERLANDS
LIBRIJE
ZWOLLE
★★★

USA
RESTAURANT
JEAN-GEORGES 
NEW YORK
CHEF · JEAN-GEORGES 
VONGERICHTEN 
★★★

GERMANY
SEEHOTEL ÜBERFAHRT
ROTTACH - EGERN
CHEF · CHRISTIAN JÜRGENS
★★

FRANCE
MAISON TROISGROS
ROANNE 
★★

FRANCE
BRAS
LAGUIOLE
CHEF · MICHEL 
& SÉBASTIEN BRAS
★★★

SPAIN
EL CELLER DE CAN ROCA
GIRONA
★★★



“THERE IS NO LOVE 
SINCERER THAN
THE LOVE OF FOOD.”
— George Bernard Shaw



International awarded chefs choose Serax 
tableware for it’s cutting-edge design, high 
quality and affordable price.

FRANCE
LE GRAND VÉFOUR
PARIS 
CHEF · GUY MARTIN
★★

FRANCE
LE CHEVAL BLANC
COURCHEVEL
★★

FRANCE
L’ESPÉRANCE
VÉZELAY 

CHEF · MARC MENEAU 
★★

FRANCE
LE JARDIN DES SENS
MONTPELLIER 
CHEF · JACQUES & 
LAURENT POURCEL

FRANCE
HÉLÈNE DARROZE
PARIS

UNITED STATES
TWIST
BY PIERRE GAGNAIRE
LAS VEGAS
★★★

SWEDEN
NORDA BAR & GRILL
GOTHEBORG 

CHEF · MARCUS SAMUELSSON 

SINGAPORE
JAAN PAR ANDRÉ
SINGAPORE
CHEF · ANDRÉ CHEUNG
★★

AUSTRIA
MRAZ & SOHN
WIEN
CHEF · MARKUS MRAZ
★

UNITED KINGDOM
HÉLÈNE DARROZE
LONDON

RESTAURANT JEAN-GEORGES 

New York (USA)

Chef · Jean-Georges Vongerichten 

★★★











JAAN PAR ANDRE

Singapore

Chef · André Cheung

★★



Gerd Couckhuyt is an enthusiastic creative designer who 

combines this creativity and technical know how to mate-

rialize and visualize your dreams with a young at heart ap-

proach. Design is research, study and seeking formal and 

functional value with the realization that experience does 

not simply appear out of the blue. ‘BOND’ refers to the 

bonding of people through their shared love for the culinary 

art. The collection is designed to present the artwork on the 

plate properly so that it can come fully into its own without 

undermining the elegance of this porcelain collection.

design by

GERD 
COUCKHUYT

BOND



SERAX
TABLEWARE
Serving more than 100 (Michelin) Stars.





Cooking with exquisite ceramics: pure romance, pure inter-

action. Pascale Naessens introduces “Pure”, her first line of 

tableware. Her encounter with the Tunisian Sabiha marked 

the beginning of her fascination with ceramics.“Pure” em-

bodies authenticity and warmth. It is based on organic lines 

and is made from natural materials.

design by

PASCALE
NAESSENS

PURE



SERAX
TABLEWARE
Serving more than 100 (Michelin) Stars.









The form of a drop is geometrically fascinating. 

Soft, smooth, transparent, and then… it assumes different 

shapes until it breaks upon contact with the surface: From 

spherical to elongated, in complete simplicity. All these ef-

fects are reflected in the DROPS collection. A high-quality 

porcelain service with a unique touch. CLASP is a refined 

and tautly lined service made of top quality porcelain. The 

collection is defined by a flat surface with ends like wings 

that raise your dish to another visual dimension.

design by

GEMMA 
BERNAL

DROPS & CLASP



SERAX
TABLEWARE
Serving more than 100 (Michelin) Stars.





The clay itself – this soft, supple, fire clay – inspired designer 

Martine Keirsebilck to design a series of plates, bowls and 

dishes The result: DUSK. A serving set with a deep charcoal 

grey color. The color is unconventional and demands the us-

er’s creativity and inspiration.  

design by

MARTINE
KEIRSEBILCK

DUSK



SERAX
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Serving more than 100 (Michelin) Stars.









Designing in clay is a unique experience, the amazing inter-

play between four elements: water, earth, air and fire form 

the basis for research and experiments.

design by

CARLO
VAN POUCKE

LENS



SERAX
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Serving more than 100 (Michelin) Stars.



Serax creates relief on the laid table with the brand-new ser-

vice from Chris Mestdagh. The service that carries the name 

Sigillata Signature, wearing the brand of the designer, cre-

ates a play of colours and lines when stacked up. The collec-

tion is available in Kefir (white), Cumin (beige), Clove (brown) 

and Juniper (blue) and is designed to create the perfect 

match, different colours that can be used in perfect harmony 

around one table.

design by

CHRIS 
MESTDAGH
SIGILLATA SIGNATURE



SERAX
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Serving more than 100 (Michelin) Stars.







Aqua, the artisanal earthenware tableware turns every table 

into a colourful tableau. The bowls and dishes, available in 

different shades of blue, create a refreshing culinary per-

ception. Use Aqua for all your tableware, or add a colourful 

touch to the table or interior with the beautiful bowls 

and dishes.

design by

SERAX
AQUA



SERAX
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Serving more than 100 (Michelin) Stars.







The serving set, inspired by the purest of sources, nature, 

and the characteristics of the material, simple and using tra-

ditional methods. Earthy colors and forms invite the user to 

invent surprising compositions, again and again. Stimulating 

the eye and the taste buds.

design by

DOLS
& MARTENS

DOLS & MARTENS



SERAX
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Serving more than 100 (Michelin) Stars.







“An original dinnerware range which fosters creativity ”

Belgium-based ceramic artist Pieter Stockmans designed a 

new porcelain dinnerware with the name “Uno-due-tre” for 

Serax. The new range in creamy white porcelain looks mat 

on the outside and is glazed on the inside. It is made up 

of basic geometric shapes – round, square, hexagonal and 

octagonal – which fit into each other like a work of art. By 

combining the shapes in different ways you can bring your 

personal touch to your table. “It prompts people to be cre-

ative and enjoy every single piece of the dinnerware each 

time in different ways”, says Pieter Stockmans. An original 

dinnerware range which - thanks to Serax - can appeal to a 

large group of people. Affordable yet luxurious and original.

design by

PIETER
STOCKMANS

 UNODUETRE





SERAX
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“How nice it is to be creative
with a simple material such as clay.
I did it my whole life
and still have new ideas.
How wonderful to express myself
every day
with this white gold
as porcelain is called.
Always
in the same philosophy
of tactility and vulnerability.”

Pieter Stockmans





Ann Van Hoey was a late bloomer in the ceramic arts. With 

her “Étude Géométrique”, a collection of basic forms, she 

burst onto the scene from 2008. “Étude Géométrique” grew 

from a bowl with four corners, the ‘square in the circle’, as 

it were. Ann came up with the idea of folding thin sheets of 

clay when she saw origami artists at work in Japan. The log-

ical next step was the confrontation between the circle and 

the triangle, and the subsequent anticipation of what the 

straight lines would do to the circle: geometrically speaking 

it is a ‘biangle’, the shape of an eye. Ann Van Hoey is inter-

nationally recognized and has been award by different jury’s 

all over the world.

design by

ANN 
VAN HOEY

GEOMETRY
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The collection, born out of the collaboration with the 

Belgian ceramicist, Ann Van Hoey, captures the adroit 

dialogue between geometrical shapes, from circle to 

point, and results in an undeniable feeling of grace 

and purity. Enjoy each and every meal in the pure 

forms of the Geometry collection.

HOF VAN CLEVE

Belgium

Chef · Peter Goossens

★★★



SERAX
PRESS CLIPPINGS
The International press praises the Serax Tableware 
Collections for it’s bold design statement.

FOUR MAGAZINE (US) - DONNA HAY MAGAZINE (AUSTRALIA) 

AUSTRALIAN GOURMET TRAVELLER (AUS) - DELICIOUS (NL) 

ELLE DECORATION (UK) - COTÉ SUD (FR) - ELLE ETEN (NL) 

FOOD & WINE MAGAZINE (US) - IDEAT (FR) - ELLE (FR)  

MARIE CLAIRE MAISON (FR) - SABATO (BE) - SAVEUR (FR)  

FLAVOUR (US) - ELLE (NL) - DELICIOUS (UK) - VOGUE (IT)  

KNACK WEEKEND (BE) - WALLPAPER (UK) - VT WONEN (NL)  

FEELING WONEN (BE) - ELLE (ITA) - DS MAGAZINE (BE)  

COTÉ OUEST (FR) - MADAME FIGARO (FR) - COOKING & FOOD 

(UK) - CULINAIRE AMBIANCE (BE)













SERAX
CONTACT

Hospitality Global (Headquarters)

Marc De Peuter

M +32 494 85 33 00

T +32 3 458 05 82

E  marc.dp@serax.com

Showroom & Office Belgium

Veldkant 21 - 2550 Kontich 

T 32 (0)3 458 05 82 · F 32 (0)3 458 05 84

info@serax.com

www.serax.com


